
Energizer

Footprint: 

Height: 

Track lenght:

Inversions:

Running time:

Max speed: 

G-force:

Installed power:

Trains:

Capacity: 

53 x 28 m (174 x 92 ft) *

21 m (69 ft) *

400 m (1312 ft) *

3

100 sec *

18 m/s (40,5 mph) *

4,5 g *

90 Kw *

2 trains x 5 cars x 2 seats

720 persons/h *

* approximative

Technical data



Description of the supply
01_Track
2-pipes and 3-pipes track (according with dynamics forces) provided with flanges connecting the tracks to the other one 

and to the stanchions, protected with rust preventer and epoxy enamels after removing any calamine.

02_Supports
Monolithic vertical stanchions provided with flanges connecting them with the tracks and with the plates of foundation or, 

if any, on the base; they will be protected with rust preventer and epoxy enamels after removing any calamine.

03_Train 
No.2 trains composed of 10 cars having 2 abreast seats. Each car is provided with all mechanical operation and safety 

organs. The cars have the following features:

- Two-seats cars 

- Trains with 5 cars for 10 people 

- Ergonomic shaped and comfortable seats 

- Single seats with independent over the shoulder bars (with redundant safety system)

- Independent equalizers made of 6 wheels (2 main, 2 side and 2 up-stop wheels) made of a mix of polyurethane 

material and nylon, in order to reduce the noise.

04_Trasmission organs
Transmission organs for the driving ramp provided with three-phase electric motor with soft start/inverter control; epicy-

cloidal reduction gear with crown wheel and pintle and roller heavy chain. It’s made by the followings components:

- Reduction gear with 3-phase 400 Volt motor–50 Hz–50 kW approx

- 90 kW inverter allowing the departure of the full-loaded train on the lift

- Chain with straight plates and roller pitches

- Driving wheel of the chain made of steel and neutral driven gear made of high-resistance polyamide resin

- Chain tightener

05_Braking system 
Magnetic/mechanic braking system. The magnetic part shall slow down the train nearly up to its stopping that can be 

obtained through the mechanical brakes. This kind of braking allows to have the greatest safety and, at the  same time, 

the greatest silence and the easiest and cheapest maintenance. The placing of the system on the track is to be studied 

according to the precise layout to get the greatest safety. 
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06_Electric system 
No.1 electric system provided with:

- general supply board;

- drive console with control panel and P.L.C. (Programmable Logic Controller) 

for the block system; 

- secondary panel for the departures (if required).

07_Station and walkways
Passengers’ loading and unloading station provided with:

- Hot galvanized metallic structures supporting the platforms for the public;

- Entrance and exit stairs and platforms made of Durbar plates supported by 

hot galvanized structures;

- Roof made of “sandwich”- panels of pre-painted sheet and foam 

polyurethane;

- Decorated (or themed) top panels;

- Protection fences having a decorative structure made of polished stainless 

steel tubes.

08_Included in the supply
- Design according to the DIN standards or equivalent;

- Static calculation report for the whole ride;

- Use and maintenance manual;

- Spare parts book;

- Spare parts and tools for a first and simple intervention;

- Technicians for the erection and assembly (commissioning).

09_Excluded from the supply
- Luminous signs or similar;

- Self standing base (on request)

- Station, fences and walkways (on request)

- Maintenance track (on request)

- Engineering and construction of any other civil work (foundations, etc..);

- Pre-assembly of foundation bolt in concrete;

- Certifications by third parties or local and/or governmental inspections/

certification;

- Approval of any independent institute of all technical documentation, 

production procedures and at site commissioning;

- All kind of lifting, transport, loading/unloading means on site (such as crane, 

personnel lifting basket, etc..);

- All yard costs and any superintendence and assistance of yard works;

- Any administrative paper, insurance policy and labour cost;

- Crowd control fences;

- Traveling expenses, board and loading of the technicians;

- Operator’s cabin;

- Air conditioning system;

- All what is not included in the items from Track to Station and Walkways. 
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